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El papel pintado amarillo
by Charlotte Perkins Gilman y Laura
Varsky
52pp / 13 x 22 cm /PB
ISBN 978-84-949109-1-3

Enigmas
Louisa May Alcott y Helena Pérez
García
96pp / 13 x 22 cm /PB
ISBN 978-84-123541-1-9

All rights available

All rights available

The yellow wallpaper

Enigmas

Based on the author’s own experiences,
‘The Yellow Wallpaper’ is the chilling
tale of a woman driven to the brink of
insanity by the ‘rest cure’ prescribed after the birth of her child. Isolated in a
crumbling colonial mansion, in a room
with bars on the windows, the tortuous
pattern of the yellow wallpaper winds its
way into the recesses of her mind.

Clyde, a young Englishman in financial
difficulties, sees the opportunity for his
desired social advancement when a mysterious gentleman gives him a job, in
practice, espionage: he must settle in a
country mansion where his skills of an
amanuensis are required.

Charlotte Perkins Gilman was America’s
leading feminist intellectual of the early
twentieth century.

Meanwhile, clandestinely, he has to take
note and notify each and every one of the
events and behaviors that occur there.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

El elegido
Mary Shelley
y Beatríz Martín Vidal
52pp / 20 x 27 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-123541-1-9

El rey de los elfos
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
y Borja González
36pp / 20 x 27 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-123541-4-0

All rights available

All rights available

The choice

Elf king (Der Erlkönig)

In 1822, the poet Percy Shelley drowned in the sinking of the boat he was navigating
during a sudden storm on the coast of Tuscany. His wife, Mary Shelley, who had
already suffered shortly before the death of their sons Clara and William, found herself
having to face this other and heartbreaking tragedy alone, with her only surviving son,
Percy Florence Shelly, then aged three.

In the deep forest and night, a horseman rides with his son in his arms, encircled by
the threatening presence of the king of the elves and his three daughters. Inspired by a
Scandinavian legend, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe composed the poem “Der Erlkönig” in 1782, as part of the opera ballad “Die Fischerin”.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

El pueblo que votó que
la tierra era plana
Rudyard Kipling y El Marquès
80pp / 16,5 X 20 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-8-5

Obras completas
(y otros cuentos)
Augusto Monterroso y Neus Caamaño
136pp / 16,5 X 20 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-9-2

All rights available

All rights available

The village that voted the earth was flat

Complete works and other stories

A group of friends are stopped for speeding up, on a straight road with no one else
around. They soon discover it’s a classic speed trap that the magistrate of the town
delights in using. In the bench, his tone and sarcasm against the accused launch a
conspiracy to humiliate the man. Affairs are set in motion, and consequences will
go much farther and bigger than anyone imagined. In this satirical novel, Kipling
parodies politics and the media in a story about a village whose pompous Justice of
the Peace persuades (and bribes) the people towards his false way of thinking.

Compilation of short stories written by Ibero-American writer Augusto Monterroso,
well-known for his ironic and humorous style; including “The Dinosaur”, considered
the shortest story in literature (« When it woke up, the dinosaur was still there”). A
celebration of his work on the 100th Anniversary of his birth.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

El hombre bajo el farol y otros
cuentos con fantasmas que no dan
miedo
Gustavo Roldán y Carmen Segovia
52pp / 16,5 x 20 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-4-7

El divorcio de la gata blanca
Kelly Link y Ana Sender
68pp / 16,5 X 20 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-5-4
All rights available

All rights available

The man under the streetlight and other ghost
tales that are not scary
Ghosts’ tales do not need to be scary; after all, they are people like us (better said,
they were) with their problems, opinions and even doubts. Let yourself be swept along
those four short stories, enjoying the simple irony they have been written with.

The white cat’s divorce
Winner of the Locus and Hugo Awards and Pulitzer finalist, North American author
Kelly Link takes us into a world looking seemingly real and mysteriously dreamlike
at the same time. A millionaire who doesn’t want to grow old puts his three daughters
through a series of tests, to choose his heir. In his quest, the youngest one will find
herself immersed in an adventure in which nothing will be what appears to be.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

La gente y el mar
Charlotte Ager
44pp / 21 x 30 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-3-0

Lo tuyo es puro teatro
Raúl Guridi
72 fichas / 9 x 13 cm / BOX & CARDS
ISBN 978-84-949885-6-1

All rights available

All rights available

«The theater is so endlessly fascinating because
it’s so accidental. It’s so much like life.»
ARTHUR MILLER

People of the sea
Our responses to the sea as people are often strong and conflicting. Whilst some
consider the sea as a place of hope, opportunity and desire for others it represents
something dark and unknown. It’s a place of sea monsters, discovery, loss and life.
This book explores the ways in which people have responded to the sea, used it,
depicted it in both real life and in fiction to offer alternative ways of understanding its
relationship to us.

It’s pure theater
A board game that encourages spontaneity, improvisation and imagination. The
objective is to create and present your own theatre piece in front of an audience. The
players have to work in team and keep to the main rule of improvisation “never say no”.
The game contains 4 type of cards to combine to create a play:
SENTENCES: key phrase the play should be based on.
OBJECT: element that should appear during the representation.
PLACE: where should the action take place.
DIFFICULTY: a handicap the actors should adapt to their interpretation.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

Las grandes historias del ballet
Serenella Quarello y Fabiana Bocchi
68pp / 24 x 32 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-1-6

Se levanta el telón de la ópera
Serenella Quarello y Fabiana Bocchi
68pp / 24 X 32 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-7-8

Rights sold: Greece & Italy

Rights sold: Italy

Las grandes historias del ballet
(edición ampliada)
Serenella Quarello y Fabiana Bocchi
80pp / 24 x 32 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-123541-2-6
All rights available

Ballet stories

Opera

Ballet stories and dancers are objects of fascination. Let yourself taken by the magic
of Giselle, Swan Lake, Romeo and Juliet, Sleeping Beauty, Anna Karenina. Fourteen
famous ballet dances, learning about their stories, creation process, composers who
brought them to life, dancers to fame and much more.

What is opera? Who is the lyric singer? To say it in the words of tenor Benelli “a
serious game, a supreme lie, an alphabet of emotions, a pounding wonder”. It’s the
emotion of the premiere, it’s the failure that turns into an immortal work, it’s the
vermouth after the theatre, it’s the C major that spreads through a coveted theatre, it’s
the public who knows by heart the words within the script without knowing even one
note of music, all is all it’s human kind turned into music.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

Escrito al margen.
Anecdotario indiscreto de la vida
literaria
Juan Frau y Mayte Alvarado
96pp / 17 x 24 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-0-9

Bailar
Leonor Leal y Raúl Guridi
54pp / 14 x 20 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-949885-2-3
All rights available

All rights available

Extraordinary writers’ lives
Many great writers such as Victoria Woolf, Saint-Exupery, Mark Twain, Pablo Neruda
and Agatha Christie keep on delighting older and younger generations with the stories
they wrote but often themselves had lives that surpassed fiction! Uncover some of the
extraordinary chapters of their lives in this book, depicted by the striking illustrations
of Mayte Alvarado.

Dance
When we dance, whether alone or
surrounded by people, wherever we
might be, our eyes fill up with sparkle,
our hands come to life and our feet take
us to another world… Flamenco dancer
Leonor Leal has put all her heart in this
book, to transmit her passion for dancing
to readers of all ages. An ode to dance
and music, at the rhythm of Raul Guridi’s
beautiful two colour illustrations.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

BLACK & TAN. Un viaje ilustrado a
los orígenes del jazz
Miguel Calero y Neus Caamaño
92pp / 26 x 24 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-948235-5-8

Feminin feminin.
Las mujeres de la Nouvelle Vague
Josefina Schargorodsky
52pp / 17 x 22 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-948235-9-6

All rights available

All rights available

Black & Tan
A book to recover the importance and relevance of the forgotten first jazz, to reclaim
the roots in a musical and social sense: a foundation from which a large part of modern
music will be built and as a tool for the emancipation of black-American culture. A
graphic work developed based on the music and the social context of the time.

Feminin, feminin.
The women of the nouvelle vague
The women of the Nouvelle Vague were not only the muses of the new French cinema.
With their free and revolutionary spirits, they broke away from the traditional model
of women of the time, inspiring and empowering many.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

Villa Diodati
Ana Sender
5260pp / 17 x 24 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-948235-3-4

Cómo meter una ballena en una
maleta
Raúl Guridi
32pp / 15 x 15 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-948235-7-2

All rights available

Rights sold: UK, Belgium (french
language, world rights excl. USA &
Canada), Turkey & Korea.
All author royalties on this book will be
going to the Open Arms Charity, helping
out refugees.

The Diodati Villa
The year 1816 is known as the year without summer. Four friends are spending a
short holiday in the Diodati Villa, in the Swiss Alps: Lord Byron, Mary Shelley, Percy
Shelley and John Polidori. Confined inside, due to the bad weather, Byron suggests
that each one of them writes his own supernatural story. Not long after that, while
dreaming, Mary Shelley conceived the idea of Frankenstein and John olidori wrote
The Vampire. This is how, in an accidental way, almost unreal, the Diodati Villa was
the witness of the birth of two of the most everlasting myths of modern times.

How to put a whale in
your suitcase?
“I have decided to take a trip. It’s going
to be a long one, a very long one. For that
reason, I will take with me what I love
most, my whale”. There are suitcases for
almost everything, for violins, bottles,
binoculars, coats…but not for all our
memories. If you had to leave your home
to make a trip, with no return date, what
would you take with you?

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

¿Cómo ser una mujer elegante?
Sol Díaz
144pp / 17 x 1721 cm / PB
ISBN 978-84-948235-2-7

Penélope en el mar
Gema Sirvent y Raúl Guridi
36pp / 17 x 22 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-948235-4-1

Rights sold: France & Italy

Rights sold: Greece, Korea & Taiwan

How to be an elegant woman
What is an elegant woman? A distinguished woman, full of grace, cultured, discreet
and stylish. But there are lots of types of elegance, that isn’t always the one established
by social conventions. In those strips full of humour, sarcasm and irony, the Sol
Díaz unfolds a catalog of answers, which reflects the various types of elegance: wild
women, free women, insecure ones or women with a confident walk.

Penelope in the sea
Penelope is a girl, or a woman, or an old woman, or all of them. She was told that her
fate was already sealed, she was told to be quiet, to remain in the shadows, to wait …
but one day she left with her ship and went to sea, where there was no other road than
the one that she herself could choose.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

Presentes
Margarita del Mazo y Miguel Cerro
36pp / 20 X 29 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-948235-0-3

El faro
Raúl Guridi
48pp / 15 x 24 cm / HB
ISBN 978-84-948235-1-0

All rights available

Rights sold: France

Presents
A story ever so present in our reality. “He” and “She”. “He”, who begs at first, then
asks, later demands and, in the end, commands. “She”, who loves him more than her
own self, lets him do it until she isn’t “She” anymore”, until “She” isn’t anymore.
”Presentes” is the story of a love that paralyzes and destroys, in front of a spectator
world, which contemplates it, a world which looks on the other side and remains silent.

The lighthouse
Two enigmatic protagonists. One confession. A love story narrated through
subtle metaphors and images filled with symbolism. Never has the colour black
provoked such diverse emotions. An illustrated picture book, innovative and
daring, playing only with the lines of the colour black and their emptiness.

Contact: vero@verokagency.com

Illustrated books for youth and adults

Agent: Veronique Kirchhoff
Contact: vero@verokagency.com
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